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ABSTRACT
Violent crimes often result in blood-shed events associated with blood spatter. Bloodstain
pattern analysis (BPA) serves as a good tool and effective approach to reconstruct the
events that occur in a crime scene. Among other bloodstain patterns, impact spatter
patterns are commonly found at crime scenes. An impact pattern is formed as a result of
an impact force striking an exposed blood source and can be described as a radiating
pattern of small individual drops. In most cases of BPA, the reconstruction of the events
taken place involve investigating the blood drop flight dynamics and the mechanics of
impact spatter generation to determine the origin of the impact. Thus, the discipline of
Fluid Dynamics (FD) is also involved in most BPA cases. However, in the cases of multiple
impact spatter generation events within a crime scene, it complicates the interpretation
and analysis of the impact spatter pattern.

There are many variables of blood drop flight dynamics and mechanisms of impact spatter
generation in which a blood drop is exposed to and generated from. The variables of blood
drop flight dynamics such as drop deformations/oscillations, breakup, diameter with
respect to velocity and air/wind currents do affect a drop while in flight which may alter
the trajectory curvature of a blood drop. However, it is relatively unknown in scientific
literature how the variables of impact spatter generation setup such as the height of the
blood source and impact force applied would affect the horizontal distance travelled by a
blood drop generated from an impact spatter. Theoretically, there is also limited literature
with regards to the correlation of blood drop flight dynamics to maximum horizontal
distance travelled by blood drop. This literature review aims to address the effect of blood
7

drop flight dynamics and the mechanisms of impact spatter generation setup have on the
maximum horizontal distance travelled by a blood drop. The purpose of this literature
review is to dictate parameters for potential research that may aid in answering the
investigative question.

1.0 INTRODUCTION: BLOOD PATTERN ANALYSIS AND FLUID DYNAMICS
Blood is one of the main types of biological evidence present at violent crime scenes. By
containing valuable DNA evidence, this allows blood to identify a person of interest or
victim along with incriminating or discriminating a suspect.1 The classification within the
blood groups such as ABO and Rh, characterization of red cell isoenzymes and DNA profiling
has given rise to great amounts of specificity of human blood in crime cases.2 By the 1950s,
serological analysis development enabled human blood to be identified along with blood
groups from fresh and latent bloodstains found at crime scenes.3 From the mid-1980s,
along with the emergence of genetic fingerprinting, the individualization of blood was
optimized by the greater sensitivity of DNA analysis techniques.4 Thus, the investigation of
a crime scene by scientific means would most likely yield valuable information with regards
to the identity of the person who has experienced blood loss even at minute amounts5.
Violent crimes usually result in the production of different bloodstains that, when carefully
investigated with relation to their spatial and geometric dimensions, would give rise to
significant information for the reconstruction of bloodshed events.2

As for all forensic disciplines, bloodstain pattern analysis aims to determine the facts in
relation to the incident of interest.6 The main focus has conventionally been on bloodstain
8

distribution examination, morphological and physical determinants examination and
characterizing the background of events with blood loss.7 The earliest study of bloodstain
pattern analysis (BPA) was conducted by Dr. Eduard Piotrowski in 1895 where he
commented that “the formation, shape and distribution of bloodstains follow specific rules
and that these, allowing for many modifications considering the nature of the case, are not
to be under-estimated and are of great value in the judgement”.15 In 1968, Dr. Kirk
proposed that drop velocity upon the point of contact with the target surface will affect
the resultant stain. This is due to the forward momentum of the drop allowing the drop to
travel further after the first contact on the target.9 Thus, lower velocity drops would have
shorter resultant spatter stains vice-versa and this would be termed as velocity impact
spatter (VIS).9 As of current, there are three tenets that accepted by the scientific
community which are, 1: bloodstains are predictable and reproducible; 2: direction of
blood drop can be determined from shape of bloodstain; and 3: blood drops that are in
flight adhere to natural laws of physics.8 There is a need to comprehend how bloodstain
patterns happened for crime scene reconstruction but there are variabilities such as the
physics of fluid transfer and knowledge of the terminology applied (e.g. castoff pattern,
impact spatter pattern).10 A rather deep history lies within the disciplines of bloodstain
pattern analysis (BPA) and that of fluid dynamics (FD), yet the connection between these
two disciplines are weak.6, 11 FD focuses on elaborating the motion of fluids (gases or
liquids) along with the causative factors with broad equations. It defines the initial and
boundary conditions of a fluid system and goes on to elaborate how the system changes
with respect to time and space. According to a 2009 report by the US National Research
Council entitled “Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward”, a
9

better understanding of the “complex nature of fluid dynamics” would be beneficial for
both communities in terms of acquiring novel quantitative tools and methodologies for BPA
and new flow problems arising for FD.12

BPA analysis in literature typically deals with the use of BPA for the determination of the
Area of Convergence (AOC) and Area of Origin (AOO) along with the errors in estimation of
these methodologies.13 With regards to the maximum distance travelled by impact spatter
blood drops, there is limited literature available.14 The maximum distance identified would
be able to determine if bloodstains found in a scene was produced by identical or alternate
blood-generating events.14 The occurrence of multiple blood generating events within a
crime scene are highly possible in typical cases of impact spatters. Thus, the bloodstains
resulting from these events could be co-mingled and interfere with BPA analysis when
performed.

The basis of this literature review arises from the complications that come with blood
impact spatter analysis within a scene with multiple spatter generation events. Hence, the
purpose of this literary review is to determine the maximum distance of an impact spatter
blood drop within an indoor space with considerations of fluid dynamics related to drop
flight and horizontal distance travelled. This literary review would also aid in the
determination of a novel experimental setup for impact spatter generation with controlled
variables. Results of this study would aid forensic investigators when exposed to a crime
scene with multiple impact spatter generation events during interpretation and explaining
the BPA analysis results in the Court of Law.
10

2.0 DISCUSSION
This section aims to address the literature that is currently available with regards to the
physical properties of blood as well as dimensionless numbers of fluid dynamics. This also
includes what is currently understood about impact blood spatters and the variables of
blood drop flight. The variables that affect the horizontal distance travelled by the blood in
flight is also taken into account. This section will end by discussing the effect of the blood
source height and the impact force applied to the blood source on the maximum distance
travelled by an impact spatter generated blood drop.

2.1 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF BLOOD
Blood is a colloid which is made up of red blood cells (erythrocytes), white blood cells
(leukocytes), platelets and plasma.16,17 The packed [red] cell volume also known as
hematocrit are made up of a percentage of liquid plasma and red blood cells. These two
components of the hematocrit play a large role in BPA.16 The white blood cells (leukocytes)
only make up approximately one percent of blood composition and thus are thought to
have negligible effect on the physical properties of blood but do play a role for DNA
analysis. Platelets affects the coagulation aspect of blood but it is also thought to have
negligible effect on the physical properties of blood. Plasma is a water solution containing
a number of proteins, enzymes, fibrinogen and has a shear viscosity between 1.10 and 1.35
mPa.s and a surface tension of 72 mN/m which is akin to water.17 Specific gravity (relative
density), viscosity and surface tension do play a pivotal role in comprehending the
processes that happen once blood exits the body. According to Laan (2015), the hematocrit
value [Hct in %], density, viscosity and surface tension of human liquid blood are presented
11

in Table 1. However, literature does propose that a larger range of surface tensions for
whole blood are possible, ranging from 50 ~ 70mN/m.17,20,21
Table 1. Physical properties of liquid blood at temperature of 37.5ᵒC. It is also
generally assumed that blood has a constant surface tension of roughly 60 mN/m (Adapted
from Laan 2015).

A spatter or drop that has left a body would adhere to the laws of physical sciences
specifically ballistics.18 Upon leaving the body, blood acts as a non-Newtonian fluid which,
unlike Newtonian fluids such as water, inks and alcohols that produces drops dependent
on surface tension and drop weight, differentiates into drops due to internal cohesion.13
Generally liquids obey Newton’s law of fluid friction which states a linear relationship
between shear stress and shear rate.16 However, the viscosity of a non-Newtonian fluid
fluctuates under applied shearing forces and thus blood responds differently when force is
applied.13 Shear is a deformation where parallel planes within a volume are displaced but
still maintain the parallel orientation in relation to each other.27 Blood is indeed a nonNewtonian fluid with shear-thinning properties that presents viscoelastic properties along
with having a yield stress.19

The three main physical properties of blood are the surface tension, viscosity and relative
density as mentioned previously. Surface tension also known as surface energy measures
the energy needed to modify the interfacial area between two immiscible fluids. An
12

increase in temperature would decrease surface tension along with the addition of
chemicals to the blood.12 With respect to FD, surface tension measured as the force over
length on an energy per unit area, plays a role in the formation, breakup of jets and
oscillations of the blood drop shapes. Surface tension aids to maintain the sphericity of
blood drops to reduce surface energy.12 An internal pressure is produced which pushes the
drop to modify its shape to the smallest amount of surface area. The internal pressure is
inversely proportional to drop radius and thus surface tension is the main force with
respect to smaller droplets.7

Figure 1. Representation of surface tension and cohesive forces within a spherical droplet
(Adapted from Wonder 2001)
The drop weight method and sessile drop method are two common methods of measuring
surface tension. The drop weight method is videoing a blood drop gradually forming at the
end of a nozzle. Gravity forming the weight of the droplet will overcome the surface tension
forces interacting with droplet to the liquid within the tube.20 Upon detachment, the
maximal droplet size would be calculated to determine surface tension. The sessile drop
method introduces a droplet formation on a flat, concave or cup shaped depression. The
curvature radius along with the height of droplet would be determined for surface tension
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calculation.20 The results of the experiment conducted by Raymond et al. (1996a) is shown
in Table 2.
Table 2. Surface tension results obtained by drop weight and sessile drop methods
(Adapted from Raymond et al. 1996a).

With the assumption that the anti-coagulant EDTA has little influence on the surface
tension of blood, Laan (2015) tested this assumption. Blood without any coagulant was
tested to determine the if there be any difference but clotting of the blood during the
experiment was a factor. Thus water was added to EDTA blood to deal with the problem.
However, there was no considerable differences to the surface tension of water or blood.17
Yet, Kratochvil et al calculated a change in surface tension from 62 mN/m to 68 mN/m for
sodium citrate in (whole) blood concentrations ranging from 10% to 100% respectively.22,7
Blood temperature which is another factor of surface tension was studied by Rosina et al.
(2007). The study found surface tension to be inversely proportional to temperature.21 The
results was also supported by Hrncir and Rosina (1997) where a prominent inverse
relationship was identified between surface tension and temperature with no linkage to
age, sex, blood haemoglobin levels, chlolestrol and the number of cells.26
14

Figure 2. The influence of temperature on the surface tension of whole blood investigated
with blood from 15 individuals (Adapted from Rosina et al. 2007).

Viscosity is known as a measure of the resistance of the fluid to a change of shape or flow.
Blood which is made up of many particles suspended, the viscosity alters with shear rate.
The non-Newtonian property blood is further classified as a shear-thinning class.12 During
slow shear rates, blood cells are more likely to aggregate and agglutinate together thus
gaining viscosity. Subsequently, red blood cells deform to a greater extent as flow rate rises
thus leading to a reduction in viscosity.13 Laan (2015) explains viscosity with a simple,
diagram representation detailed in Fig 1.
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Figure 3. Simple representation of material flow. Fluid is placed between two parallel plates
with height (h) and area (A). Force (F) is applied to upper plate

and

will

move

a

distance (d) with respect to lower plate. The bottom plate fluid will have a zero velocity and
top plate fluid velocity = plate velocity (Adapted from Laan 2015).

Accordingly, shear stress τ is defined as the tangential force F per unit area A:
τ ≡ F/A

(1)

Additionally, shear rate ˙ γ is defined as the rate of deformation γ = d/h of the ﬂuid, per unit
time:

˙ γ ≡ dγ/ dt

(2)

Finally, viscosity η is deﬁned as the ratio between the shear rate and the shear stress:
η ≡ ˙ γ/ τ

(3)

As Matisoff et al. (2012) mentioned previously, the aggregation of red blood cells is the
driving mechanism for the inverse relationship between viscosity and shear rate.13 This is
supported by Williams (2014) where the aggregation of red blood cells is known as a
‘Rouleaux formation’ in which stacks of red blood cells stick together facing each other due
to macromolecules and cellular factors. This ‘Rouleaux formation’ is a reversible process
and typically takes place at minimal shear rates.7 Blood viscosity is also reliant on the
16

packed cell volume (PCV) or hematocrit (HCT) and plasma viscosity (PV). According to
Raymond et al. (1996a), the hematocrit value (Ht) is mainly accepted as an indicator of
blood viscosities. A study was conducted to investigate the change of hematocrit values of
pig blood over time and temperature and it was added that the typical Ht value for pig
blood was similar to that of human blood.20 The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Ht values of pig blood over time and temperature. Published range for
human blood: 40.0-45.0 (Adapted from Raymond et al. 1996a)

The results of Raymond et al. (1996a) are further supported by Klabunde (2005) where a
greater hematocrit value would result in a disproportional rise in blood viscosity. The
results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The effect of hematocrit value on the relative viscosity of human blood in
comparison to plasma (Adapted from Klabunde 2005).
17

The density of blood (mass per volume) is known to be 1.060g/cm3 which is close to that
of water.12 This is supported by Raymond et al. (1996a) where human blood density
containing ACD or EDTA was found to be between 1.052g/cm3 ~ 1.063g/cm3.20

2.1.1 DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS
Dimensionless numbers has been an essential method of explaining processes linking a
variety of experimental conditions. For the case of bloodstain pattern analysis (BPA), the
Reynolds and Weber numbers would be focused on in terms of definition.23
The total drag is mainly produced by pressure drag (inertia) and viscous drag. At a greater
speed or a greater droplet size, both these forces gain power but pressure drag produces
a greater amount of drag.23 Thus when there is a greater viscous force, a laminar flow is
expected and the Reynolds number is low. Yet, when the inertia force is greater, a turbulent
flow is expected.24 With regards to the study of this literature review, in which the flight of
blood droplet is discussed, the Reynolds number is used to determine the flow around a
solid sphere moving through air. The Reynolds number, Re, as follows:
Re = ρgd0u/ µg ,

(4)

Where d0 is the droplet diameter before impact, u is the flight velocity of the droplet, ρg is
the density of the gas the droplet is moving through (the air) and µg is the viscosity of the
gas the droplet is moving though (the air). The Reynolds number is utilized in fluid
mechanics as it is able to present changes caused by changes to density, viscosity, size or
speed of a system to obtain an identical result.23
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Surface tension maintains the drop’s sphericity. However, should there be greater inertia
force compared to the surface tension, the frontal and rear pressure difference would
modify the shape of the drop.23 σdropletDdroplet approximates the surface tension force,
where σdroplet is the surface tension of the droplet liquid. The inertial force is divided to give
the Weber number, We:

(5)
At Weber numbers <2, a droplet is virtually spherical. At Weber numbers >13, the inertial
forces acting against the surface tension forces (maintaining the sphericity of drop) is much
greater and break up the droplet. This results in the fragmentation of the drop into smaller
droplets. These smaller droplets have a greater surface tension due to their reduced
volume and are more stable.23

2.2 IMPACT SPATTERS
A significant force once applied to a vulnerable area of an individual would result in blood
to be spattered. Blows from most weapons such as a club, axe, hammer, brick etc. would
fall under this category of impact spatter.18 Due to the different pressure gradients formed
and the nature of the flow setup found in the blood source, blood droplets would disperse.
Blood within the blood source would flow from the increased pressure regions around the
area of impact to lower pressure regions. The turbulence of the flow, with respect to the
nature of the flow and physical properties of the liquid, would account for the chaos which
leads to droplet formation.5 In addition, a study conducted by Laber et al.(2008) presents
19

the atomization process with a hammer impact onto a pool of blood. The incompressible
blood was forced out from the base of the hammer upon impact, achieving high radial
velocity in a parallel orientation to the table. The instability of the advancing front at the
shallow end leads to a breakup into narrow, high speed radial jets leaving thin radiating
streaks on the table. On the opposite side of the blood source, the deeper pool of blood
results in a thicker sheet of blood upon impact. The horizontal motion of the sheet is acted
on by the viscous and surface tension forces which leads to a vertical direction of the sheet.
Waves form on the sheet which eventually results in the modification of thickness that
increases until the sheet produces holes. The sheet then disperses into smaller droplets
which gravitate into spherical shapes by surface tension forces. Ligaments and droplets are
shown breaking away from the sheet edges because of waves running along the rim of the
sheet (b-c).29

Figure 5. Impact spatter from a hammer striking a pool of blood (Adapted from Laber et al.
2008)
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The history of impact spatter patterns can be dated back to the 1890s. In 1895, Eduard
Piotrowski was the first scientist to conduct impact spatter patterns. Live rabbits were
struck on the head with different types of blunt force weapons to generate an impact
spatter pattern. He noted repetitive characteristics and spatter patterns obeying specific
rules.30 In the mid-1900s, Gross wrote about bloodstain pattern analysis in 1924. The study
talks about directionality and impact angle calculation which was a driving factor of area of
origin estimation for impact patterns.31 In 1939, Balthazard presented a talk on bloodstain
pattern analysis at the congress which talks about trajectory analysis and experimentation
with blood in flight. Convergence point, impact site, width to length ratio and angle of
tangential line were referenced.32 These are just some of the history related to bloodstain
pattern analysis on impact patterns.
Impact spatter patterns are basically classified into three basic categories with respect to
the magnitude of the impact force and size of the bloodstain. These categories depicts the
characteristics of the impact or force producing the stain. Low-velocity impact blood
spatter (LVIS) is known to be a force or energy equivalent to normal gravitational pull up to
a force or energy of 5 ft/s (feet per second) with a resultant stain of 4mm in diameter
approximately.33 Medium-velocity impact blood spatter (MVIS) depicts an impact force of
5 to 25 ft/s onto a pool of blood with resultant stains from 1 to 4mm diameter. Highvelocity impact blood spatter (HVIS) are formed with an impact force of greater than 100
ft/s with the resultant stain mostly less than 1mm in diameter.33 A number of studies have
also supported these data. Dogaroiu (2013) states that low velocity spatters have an impact
force of less than 1.5m/s and that the resultant stains are large, more than 4mm with
irregularities in shape. Medium velocity spatters have an impact force of 1.5 ~ 7.5m/s with
21

resultant stains that are smaller of about 1-4mm. High velocity spatters have an impact
force of velocities greater than 35m/s with resultant stains of less than 1mm in size.34
According to Peschel (2011), similar categorization of the spatters was stated.35 However,
Raymond (1997) reported slightly different data in terms of categorization. Low velocity
spatters were presented as more than 10mm in diameter in terms of resultant stain sizes
which had an impact velocity of less than 5m/s. Medium velocity spatters were presented
as resultant stains of 1~8mm in diameter with an impact velocity of 5 to 50 m/s. High
velocity spatters were presented as resultant stains of less than 0.1mm in diameter with
no indicator of impact velocity.36 However, as of recent SWGstain no longer uses this
categorization due to overlaps in low/medium high impacts.72

Even with predominant usage of these definitions for almost four decades, the terminology
has not been adhered to as of currently. This is because of the determination between the
medium and high velocity spatter categories becoming more subjective with potential
problems arising such as contextual bias affecting the analysis.37 Clark (2006) states that
spatter patterns are misunderstood with regards to stains produced by estimated force
velocity between 25 and 100 f/s due to the problems with associating blood spatters to
spatter pattern categories.38 According to James et al. (1999), MacDonell noted in his 1993
edition of Bloodstain Patterns that a swinging golf club can reach velocities of over 75 f/s
and the resultant stains produced would be 1-3mm in diameter in size. Furthermore, the
greatest beating velocities were not able to reach velocities produced from a typical
gunshot. Multiple blows is usually required for optimal medium velocity spatter pattern
analysis and the source of blood must be uncovered when struck by an impact.2 MacDonell
22

(1971) defines both medium and high velocity impacts produces small droplets under 1/8
inch.18 Thus this poses a problem with analysts for differentiating between these two
categories due to the presence of multiple stains generated from a single spatter in
practical situations.37 There is also a need for emphasis on the magnitude of mechanical
force impacting the blood source in terms of energy conserved, momentum and the
pressure gradient generated. A knowledge of mechanical data is required such as: “mass
of object, size and shape of contacting surface area, force exerted by impact-receiving
surface, concept of time of impact, paths of least resistance available to blood source and
physical flow characteristics of blood source”.5

The Scientific Working Group on BPA (SWGSTAIN) has taken away the velocity
classifications from their list of recommended terminology.72 Currently, impact spatter is
identified with the general shape of the pattern inclusive of “patterns with no linear
orientation” or “with radiating distribution”.37

2.3 VARIABLES OF BLOOD DROP FLIGHT
In terms of projected and passive blood drop during flight, there are two main components
which play a pivotal role in the trajectory. These two external factors are gravity and drag
(air resistance).27 The physical forces of blood such as surface tension and viscosity are also
considered factors in drop flight.

2.3.1 GRAVITY
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Gravity is the force that pulls everything towards the center of the earth.27 The law of
universal gravitation which was first published by Newton states that: “every point mass
attracts every other point mass by a force pointing along the line intersecting both points.
The force proportional to the product of the two masses and inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between the point masses”. All objects are influenced by downward
acceleration due to the gravitational force exerted on earth. The Earth’s force of gravity,
ignoring air resistance, approximates to a value of 9.81m/s2.39 Thus the acceleration of a
free falling blood droplet is approximately 9.81m per second while in flight. Gravitational
force can be calculated by the droplet’s mass multiplied by gravitational acceleration,
9.81m/s2 as presented:

(6)
Attinger et al. (2013) reviewed the situations where gravitational force would affect drop
trajectory and velocity. In the event of curved trajectories, acceleration due to gravity
would be negligible and thus is not considered. For falling droplets, gravity would be more
prominent with regards to the initial velocity of the droplet if the work of gravity along the
flight path is significant in relation to the initial kinetic energy of droplet. However,
thresholds for the work of gravity on projected droplets was not studied.12

2.3.2 DRAG (AIR RESISTANCE)
Drag (air resistance) refers to the force that resists the movement of an object due to the
viscosity of the air.40 Drag shares an interaction with both the size and speed of the droplet.
The droplet size has a direct relationship with the droplet mass and momentum while in
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flight. Hence, a bigger drop generated on identical trajectory and initiation velocity has
reduced drag acting on it.27 Yet, the resultant alteration of the vector forces of droplet
momentum and air resistance along with modification of droplet diameter is not linearly
related because of power law relations present between droplet volume and droplet cross
sectional area.60 Thus the air resistance force would influence the ballistic properties of
small droplets to a greater extent proportionally. Drag is made up of the net effect of
viscous and pressure forces acting parallel to the direction of motion. Firstly, skin friction
drag results from the velocity gradient between the moving droplet and surrounding air.
Secondly, pressure drag, also known as inertial drag, results from the pressure difference
between the frontal and rear faces of the droplet as a higher pressure is acted on the frontal
face of the droplet during flight. Air flows around the droplet and forms a region of low
pressure at the rear end of the droplet where the streamlines do not meet and enclose.
This leads to a “separation zone” where air is re-circulated at a constant rate, pulling the
droplet back.23
Pressure drag calculation:

(7)
Drag force calculation:

(8)
In the drag force calculation, Cd is the coefficient of drag which is dependent on flight
Reynolds number and varies with droplet size and velocity. A is the size of the frontal area
of the droplet in the direction of travel, ρ is blood density and v is the droplet velocity.
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According to Attinger et al. (2013), the best Cd expression for BPA is derived by Lavernia et
al. (1988), valid for 0.1 ≤ Re ≤ 4000, provided as such:

(9)
The net result of the combined forces of gravity and drag on the trajectory of a blood
droplet, projected with horizontal and vertical velocity as that of an impact spatter, would
be depicted as a section of parabola also known as a ballistic curve.

2.4 VARIABLES AFFECTING BLOOD DROP DISTANCE TRAVELLED
In this section, we will be discussing the variables affecting the blood drop flight and how
these factors would affect the trajectory of flight and hence the distance travelled by the
drop.

2.4.1 DROP DEFORMATION/OSCILLATIONS
Surface tension along with strong internal cohesive forces would result in a spherical shape
of the blood droplet.27 The force acting against surface tension is the oscillations available
in the mass of the droplet and is the core component in droplet deformation.49 An
oscillation is a cyclical movement within the mass of the liquid drop leading to distortion
from the spherical shape.46,20 Figure 6. shows the sphere going through a distortion in its
length [oblate phase] to width [prolate phase] during flight.
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Figure 6. Representation of prolate, spherical and oblate forms of oscillations during blood
drop flight (Adapted from Raymond et al. 1996a)
The oscillations, however, are greatly reduced with respect to impact spatter generated
blood droplets due to the physical differences of blood and water. Blood as a fluid has a
much higher viscosity and lower surface tension which promotes a more spherical shape
of blood. Although most of the oscillations are brought about by the distortion of the blood
source and dispersing droplets, the small size of the impact spatter droplets would play a
role in damping the oscillations generated.5 As McDonald recorded, larger droplets
experienced more oscillations to the point where physical observations were possible by
photography. These oscillations typically took place in rain drops due to collisions with
other droplets.50 A study conducted by Ryan also noted that water droplet oscillations that
are smaller than 0.5mm were mostly spherical regardless of surface tension.52 In 1985, Dr
Kenneth Beard stated that “blood droplets should have initial oscillations of a rather large
amplitude since the forces in the disruption process are not spherically symmetric. These
oscillations will damp significantly in a fraction of a second for droplets of a few millimeters
in diameter. Disruption of blood flow at the source of droplets should be the primary course
of oscillations since the forces from the other weaker influences. It seems unlikely that
droplets would collide far away from the source, to produce additional oscillations because
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they become dispersed”.51 Dr Alfred Carter agreed with regards to presence of oscillations
and damping in blood droplets. He stated that “liquid droplets when formed, can have
some of the energy of formation and appear as oscillatory motion in the mass of the liquid
about the center of mass. Simple theoretical considerations predict that the oscillations
would die out with a characteristic decay [damping] which depends on viscosity, surface
tension and density”.53

For impact spatter generated droplets, the initial oscillation of droplet shape has shown to
be about 40% of droplet diameter with a decrease to below 10% within 0.05 seconds of
separation of blood source.48 Raymond et al. (1996b) has integrated these experimental
damping oscillation times to a 1% level from blood droplets formed through a controlled
free-fall method to possible flight speeds of an impact spatter. The results from this study
proposes that impact spatter drop oscillation should not be disregarded in droplets of 1mm
in diameter with a flight distance of less than 1m and less than 0.25m for droplets with a
0.5mm diameter.42 However, the reduced aerodynamic force in the slower flight of the
droplet created by the free-fall method as compared to impact spatters would prove to
have limitations. Raymond et al. (1996b) reported to a 13-22% oscillation with free-fall
droplets generated which is about half of the maximum impact spatter droplet oscillation
reported by Bevel and Gardner (2002).

The accuracy to reconstruct the trajectory of a drop relies on the properties of the drop
formation mechanism along with forces acting on the drop and behavior of the drop.41 A
drop does deform at a great degree under aerodynamic drag force acting on the drop by a
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factor of four (steady loading) or thirteen (shock loading).43 Thus this could possibly lead to
prominent modification of the droplet trajectory which affects the distance travelled by
the droplet. The likelihood of blood droplets undergoing significant deformation during
flight is conducted by the analysis of flight Weber (We) number. The effects of deformation
on its trajectory based on the drop sizes and velocities was also apparent.14 According to
Hsiang and Faeth (1995), liquid drops with flight We ˂ 1 are mostly spherical during flight.
The drop deformation from sphericity by more than 10-20% occurred when We ˃ 3.43
However, if the flight Weber number is higher than 10-13, the drop could possibly be
unstable and disintegrate into smaller droplets.44,45 The value of the critical Weber number
relies on the rapidness of the aerodynamic loading. The deformation and breakup
conditions were presented to be approximately constant for Ohnesorge numbers,
˂ 0.1 as presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Deformation and breakup regimes for shock wave disturbance (Adapted from
Hsiang and Faeth, 1995). The shaded regions depicts We and Oh numbers of blood drops
with disintegration not apparent.
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Thus, the criterion for a blood drop to undergo significant deformation during flight can be
expressed as 3 ˃ We ˃ 13. At the critical We number of 13, it is known as the extreme
degree drop deformation while not disintegrating. For the standard values of blood density
of 1056 kg/m3 and surface tension of 0.056 N/m at 37°C and the maximum critical Weber
number of 13, drops with 0.2˂d˂1mm and with velocities ˃ 10-20m/s are predicted to
experience high deformation levels which might affect their trajectory. For bigger blood
drops (d > 1 mm) lower velocities (on average, less than ~15 m/s) are needed for prominent
drop deformation to form.14 According to Kabaliuk (2014), the biggest drop of about 2mm
in diameter at We = 13 experienced the highest deviation in terms of flight height and range
of deformed and spherical drop were as high as 1 and 2m respectively. Smaller drops were
also identified to possess lower Reynolds number.14 As the drag coefficient for both limiting
drop shape configurations rises greatly as Re decreases for low Re numbers (Re < ~500103), there would be an increase in drag force which leads to the drop decelerating greatly
and decreasing the time and distance of undergoing the effects of deformation. Thus drops
d˂5mm at lower velocities are less affected by deformation.41 Additionally, there was 25%
difference in deformed and undisturbed drop impact angles on the wall and less than 5%
on the ceiling as seen in Figure 8. Drop deformation was also recorded to affect drop
trajectory only after about 1-2m after flight and that the degree of drop deformation is
related to drop Weber number with similar We numbers experiencing similar levels of
deformation.14
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Figure 8. Drop trajectories of a deformable and spherical 2mm blood drop launched from
1m above the ground. The think- thin lines depict the ceiling (2.4m high) and a wall 2m
from the blood source (Adapted from Kabaliuk 2014).

It should be recognized that there should also be ample drop travel times and distances for
the influence of air resistance forces and with it deformation of blood droplet. Thus drops
generated from optimal angles for greater flight to produce longer trajectories before
surface impact would be more prone to deformation. An adequate flight distance of (˃1.52m) would be optimal to recognize the effects of deformation.14 The effects of drop
deformation should also not be overlooked as it possibly results in flight trajectories curving
prematurely and altering travelled distance of a droplet.

2.4.2 DROP BREAKUP
The formation of a spatter can be presented as a series of liquid mass disintegration stages
with the development of smaller fragments at each stage. Blood masses, when
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experiencing an impact force and driven into motion, could protrude in the form of
ligaments, jets and sheets. Under the influence of aerodynamic and surface tension forces
would result in being unstable and disintegrate into smaller liquid fragments
(ligaments/droplets) and eventually breakup given the appropriate conditions. The process
whereby a liquid mass divides in successional steps is known as cascade atomization.54

A typical impact spatter drops undergo both vibrational and bag type secondary drop
breakup.14 For Weber numbers lower than the critical value, We = 12, are influenced by
oscillating deformations and should the oscillations lead to instability, they could break up
into larger droplets. This is known as the vibrational breakup mode. Once the drop reaches
above We = 13 which is the critical value, the drop undergoes bag breakup. The drops
deform to create a spherical cap then to a flat disk shape. The disk then stretches further
radially with the central part of the drop growing thinner. Pressure from the front and rear
end of the droplet causes further indentation of this mid region thus resembling a bag.
Eventually, this bag is inflated even more by the flow which causes its circumference to
grow thinner thus forming small holes on its surface. In the end, the bag breaks into
multiple smaller droplets but the remaining rim produces larger and fewer droplets.55
According to Hsiang and Faeth (1992), the study reported the breakup of big spatter drops
(~1 – 1.5mm) which when undergoing formation was travelling at great velocities of We
(~11-15) which is larger than the critical We (~8-12) for breakup of the drop to occur. In
addition, most of the breakup cases took place in close proximity to the point of impact
(within the first 10-20cm of spatter flight).56 Pilch and Erdman (1987) were also able to
justify the studies conducted by Hsiang and Faeth (1992) with similar observations. Jermy
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and Taylor (2012) further substantiates that a fast moving droplet through the air which
overcomes the surface tension forces would result in the Weber number taking a greater
value than the critical Weber number (13). This would also lead to a bag breakup of the
blood droplet.

Figure 9. Examples of vibrational (a) and bag (b) impact blood drop breakup (drop
movement is from left to right) (Adapted from Kabaliuk 2014).

Additionally, a study conducted by Kabaliuk et al. 2014 noted that the Pilch and Erdman’s
expression predicted the breakup time within 10% of the experimental values but the
expressions of O’Rurke and Amsden and Reitz and Diwakar approximated as much as 25%
(lower and higher) difference in breakup time.57

Kabaliuk (2014) investigated the critical drop breakup conditions with respect to the drop
size and related velocity. For the two extreme values of breakup, We=13-20, the time for a
drop was calculated with accordance to the Pilch and Erdman’s (1987) expression. In Figure
10., the minimum velocities essential for drop disintegration to occur were plotted for
We=13 and We=20. The minimum breakup velocity in m/s could be correlated to the
negative square root of the blood drop diameter, d-0.5, for 0 < d < 6 mm and We = 13 and
20.14
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Figure 10. Minimum unstable blood drop velocity (Adapted from Kabaliuk, 2014).
As observed, spatter drops with 0.5˂d˂2mm for We=13 or 1˂d˂2mm for We=20 needed to
travel at velocities of less than 30m/s to breakup.14 The breakup timing with relation to
distance from origin was also studied. The following Figure 11 would present the findings
as such:

Figure 11. Blood drop breakup time and distance. The drop trajectory length was
approximated as (L2 + H2)0.5, where L and H are the final trajectory range and height.
The breakup timings was observed to rise as drop diameter and initial Weber number also
rose. In terms of spatter drops (d<2mm), the maximum breakup time was about 20 and 10
ms for d=2mm at We=13 and 20 respectively. Subsequently, the spatter drop breakup
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distance ranged from 32cm (We=13) or 17cm (We=20) for a 2mm blood drop to 10cm
(We=13) or 4cm (We=20) for a 0.5mm drop.14 Thus the findings of Kabaliuk (2014) do
support the findings by Hsiang and Faeth (1992) where most of the breakup events
identified occurred in close proximity to the impact point (within 10-25cm of spatter flight
for drops with d ≤ 1.5-2mm). This suggest that the spatial dimensions with regards to an
impact event could be a small area of centimeters or to around tens of centimeters in
radius. If this is true, then it is possible that smaller bloodstains would be present near to
the impact source and larger droplets in the wider radius. Thus attempted stain selection
to determine furthest distance of blood droplet travelled would be targeted at larger drops
in the wider radius for this research.

2.4.3 DROP DIAMETER & VELOCITY
In the determination of drop sizes (diameters) and velocities of drops to have the ability to
travel the furthest distance, drops of 0.1-2mm in diameter and initial velocities from 5m/s
to 30m/s (approximate upper and lower limit of impact spatters) were investigated.
However as drops more than 1mm has the tendency to lose stability and disintegrate into
smaller droplets at velocities ˃ 24 m/s, these drop sizes were studied at maximum possible
velocities that would not lead to breakup of drop.14. Kabaliuk (2014) identifies that drop
maximum flight range rises with drop diameter and velocity from a maximum of 30cm for
a 0.1mm drop at 30m/s to 3 and 6m for a 2mm drop at 5 and 17m/s respectively. These
data are represented in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Maximum flight range of 0.1-2mm drops at 5-30m/s of initial velocity (Adapted
from Kabaliuk 2014).

The drops of 0.5-1mm with velocities of 5-30m/s (impact spatters) were observed to travel
an average of 2-3m if not obstructed by any walls or items. The flight range reduces to
about 1m for smaller drops d˂0.5mm. Denison et al. (2011) did a study on respiratory blood
spatter distributions. The study identified that 1.0mm diameter with 5m/s velocity blood
droplets travelled close to a parabolic trajectory due to their motion influenced by effects
of gravity and was able to cover substantial amounts of horizontal distances.58 However,
0.5mm diameter drops at the identical velocity of 5m/s had a greater reduction in flight
due to the strong viscous effects experienced. Thus these smaller drops travelled shorter
horizontal distances. The study conducted by Denison et al. (2011) does support the
observations of Kabaliuk (2014) in terms of drop diameter and velocity effect on flight
range. Figure 13 presents the findings of Denison et al. (2011) for better comparison.58
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Figure 13. Trajectories of 1.0mm and 0.1mm diameter drops ejected at 5m/s (Adapted from
Denison et al. 2011).
Furthermore, Siu et al. (2017) observed that by increasing the distance of the target surface
from a spatter generation site, the total number of drop stains formed on the target surface
reduced. The study proposed that the trend was consistent with the theory of smaller
objects having the ability to travel shorter distances due to aerodynamic drag acting against
its velocity.37 Thus the study implied that the smaller droplets were unable to reach the
target surface at further distances and this justifies the studies mentioned above. A study
conducted by Skrebutenas (2013) identified that impact spatter produced blood drops
travelled up to 4.6m horizontally with the highest distribution of stains within 2-3m from
the spatter site.59 This is also consistent with the findings of previous studies. Moreover,
the stains with the highest diameter were found further away from the origin thus
validating that larger drops (1-2mm) travelled the furthest numerically.59 The
determination of the maximum distance travelled by the blood drop through its stain size
could prove to be viable. However, due to the limited amount of literature with regards to
stain size and distance travelled this method is attempted to be investigated in this
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research. This could provide a greater insight for forensic investigators in terms of
bloodstains found on individuals with regards to the distance from the impact site.

2.4.4 AIR/WIND CURRENTS
Blood drops are not essentially travelling in still air in an indoor condition. Air currents and
winds may influence the drop relative velocity and thus affect the drag force influencing
the drop and trajectory. Air velocity magnitude, directionality, drop size (weight) and drop
velocity play a role in the effects of air currents acting on the drop. Theoretically, greater
drop velocities are affected less by the air currents in flight. The bigger the drop sizes would
possess more drag but also possess a higher inertia.14 The drop trajectories that run in
parallel orientation to the tailwind are typically longer and have minimal curvature as
compared to a same drop in still air. On the other hand, drop trajectories travelling against
head wind would possibly experience higher curvature as compared to the same drop in
still air. A downward air current could also decrease flatten the trajectory of the drop.14

The standards and regulations of indoor air currents were considered as presented by
Brelih (2011) where the maximum permissible air velocity in dwellings is 0.15-0.3m/s.61
However, Kabaliuk (2014) conducted the study at 0.5m/s as an extreme indoor conditions.
It was found that spatter drops travelling against headwinds impacted at horizontal
distances in closer proximity to the blood source than in still air. The highest decrease in
horizontal distance travelled was noted to be 1-1.5m for smaller droplets. For a 1mm blood
drop (generated from a height of 1.4m above ground level) with initial velocity of 1-30 m/s,
the highest trajectory deflection was 10-30cm and increased for the 0.1mm drop to 2-3m.14
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Laan et al. (2015) has also supported these findings and acknowledges that bloodstain
patterns can be affected by air currents and thus the impact origin and location.62

The effect of wind on the determination of the blood origin is also investigated by Kohne
(2009).63 The study aim was to determine if an air current created by a fan at a shooting
scene would alter the direction of the high velocity impact spatter generated. The fan was
located opposite the direction of a paintball gun and blowing in the direction of the target
area of drop impacts. 3 trials were conducted (fan on, fan on with medium settings and fan
on with high settings). Kohne (2009) observed that almost all the smaller droplets (˂0.5m)
was distributed onto the horizontal 28inch target. The front and rear targets had minimal
droplet distributions and there was no droplets distributed on the lower vertical targets. A
higher distribution of smaller droplets was deposited on the first third of the horizontal
28inch target. Droplets 1mm and larger were identified in the last third of the horizontal
target when the fan was on medium setting. At high setting, an even higher distribution of
droplets was deposited onto the horizontal target along with a higher distribution of larger
droplets at the last third of the horizontal target. The rear vertical target also displayed a
rise in droplets striking the surface.63 Kohne (2009) conluded that air flow had an effect on
droplets in the high velocity impact range. This supports the findings from Kabaliuk (2014)
and Laan et al. (2015) where the larger drop sizes would be able to travel further than the
smaller drops. However, the findings from Kohne (2009) did not document the air velocities
produced from the fan at the different settings. The exact drop velocities and distances of
deviation was not documented specifically along with limited number of trails. Another
study was conducted by Grover et al. (2010) where the air flow from a pedestal fan/ceiling
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fan would have an influence on drop flight generated from an impact spatter.64 Impact
spatters were generated at a constant height of 1.2m and 0.4m from a target surface at
various air flow velocities. The number of trials and the various wind velocities was not
documented. The conclusions of this study stated that the distortion of projected
bloodstains is apparent with air flow.64

It can be said that the effect of air/wind currents do have an effect on the trajectory and
distribution of blood droplets and that it should be considered in BPA impact spatter
experiments conducted in both indoor/outdoor conditions.

3.0 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN ELEMENTS
3.1 LAUNCH ANGLES
The initial drop directionality (initial angle to horizon, α) plays a role in the distance a drop
is able to travel. With regards to the kinematics of projectile motion with no air resistance
in play, L (flight range/horizontal distance) is a function of α and is symmetrical about α =
45°.14 Thus this signifies that L is the same for 30 and 60°, for example. Kabaliuk (2014)
states that α = 45° is the “so-called” optimal angle which leads to a maximal flight range of
droplets. However, with the consideration of air resistance, the optimal angle is suggested
to be smaller than 45°. This is because at lower angles of trajectory, there is a reduction in
time and distance being influenced by the deceleration of drag force.14. In a study
conducted by Ohanian (1985), identical findings were proposed where the maximum
distance travelled correlates for an elevation angle of 45° and that equal differentiation of
elevation angles from 45° would result in the same flight range/ horizontal distance.65 Yet,
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it was also noted that the maximum height and time of flight for a differentiated elevation
angle would not be identical but the horizontal distance would be the same.65 These
findings are represented in Figure 14

Figure 14. Trajectories of droplets with same initial velocities but different elevation angles
in a vacuum setting (Adapted from Reynolds 2008).

Groetsch (1997) also noted that the optimum elevation with air resistance in play would
be, generally, less than 45°.67 This substantiates the study by Kabaliuk (2014) in terms of air
resistance being present. Additionally, it has also been shown that under particular
velocities and drag coefficient cases, the optimum angle was higher than 45° by a few
degrees.66
For the pilot study being conducted, the launch angle of the impact spatter generated
should be a constant variable throughout the experimental design. The attempt to achieve
the optimal angle of elevation α = 45° would be with the usage of a spherical object
impacting the blood source. This allows for maximal horizontal distance travelled by blood
drops generated by the impact.

3.2 HEIGHT OF BLOOD SOURCE
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During an impact spatter blood generation event, the victim could be struck by the suspect
in any orientation or manner. In most cases of impact spatters, the victim is generally in an
upright position, bent over or crawling on the floor. Thus for experimentation purposes,
the height of the blood source should be varied to match these positions that impact
spatters have been generated from. However, in real world applications, the actual height
of these positions are highly variable and it almost impossible to be standardized. This is
because the heights of the victim and the suspect are highly varied and very individualized.

Kabaliuk (2014) reported that at a greater blood source height, a drop experiences a longer
flight time. The standard height of 2.4m was selected as maximum possible blood source
position above floor level.14 Furthermore, de Bruin et al. (2011) correlated the travel
distance of a droplet to a larger height of blood source.68 Cecchetto (2007) conducted an
impact spatter experiment at varied heights of blood source. The heights used were 1.25,
5 and 7.25 inches.71 However, the horizontal distances travelled by the spatter drop was
not documented and the differences in blood source height was much lower than that of
typical impact spatter crime. Yet, there is little literature that correlates the effect of
varying the height of blood source to maximum distance travelled by blood drop. A pilot
study would be to use an approximate of the three heights of the blood source at 0.25m
(crawling), 0.5m (bent over) and 1.25m (upright).

3.3 IMPACT FORCE
The impact force, which affects the launch velocity of droplets, is observed to be directly
proportional to the distance travelled by droplets. However, this would lead to an increase
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in drag which is proportional to the square of drop velocity. Thus a drop at higher velocities
would be influenced by higher drag force resulting in increased curvature of trajectory and
reduction in horizontal distance travelled. Subsequently, larger drops are affected by
greater deformations/oscillations in flight which also cause a rise in net drag force.14 de
Bruin et al. (2011) supports the finding that a greater impact force would produce greater
initial velocity droplets but does state that the effect of gravity on droplets would decrease
as a result.68. An example of impact force in relation to impact spatter velocity produced
was investigated by Young IISeo (2011) where a hammer was swung at a pool of blood with
the experimenter’s maximal strength. The average velocity of the hammer was observed
to be 12.5m/s and the average velocity of the resultant spatter was 52m/s.70 Additionally,
Sundarrajan (2012) proposed that the stain size, angle of impact and spatter pattern is
inconclusive for analyzing the force of impact against a blood source.69 There is limited
literature with regards to the impact force applied and the relation of impact force to the
initial velocity of spatters produced and eventually horizontal distance travelled is still
relatively unknown.
For the real world applicability, the impact force applied to the blood source should be
within the range of forces typically found at impact spatter crime scenes. However, there
is high variability and limited relationship knowledge between the impact force and spatter
velocities that constitutes to an impact spatter.

4.0 EXPERIMENTAL AIMS AND HYPOTHESES
In the light of the research presented in the literary review, it is evident that the variables
of drop flight such as the deformation/oscillation of drops, drop breakup, drop size in
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relation to drop velocity and air/wind currents do play an important role in the flight of a
drop trajectory. This in turn could lead to alterations in the flight range hence the maximum
horizontal distance travelled by a blood drop. Furthermore, the mechanics of impact
spatter generation in terms of height of blood source and the impact force applied to the
blood source may also affect the distance of drop travel in a horizontal direction. In most
cases of violent crimes, there could be more than one impact spatter generation event
present and this could interfere with blood pattern analysis of the blood evidence at the
scene. The experiment, as dictated by the literary review therefore aims to determine the
maximum horizontal distance a blood drop produced from an impact spatter can travel
with variations in the height of blood source and impact force applied to blood source. This
varies from the study conducted by Kabaliuk (2014) as specific values of impact force and
different heights are investigated for their effect on the furthest distance travelled by the
blood drop. Subsequently there are two hypothesis to be tested:
Experimental Aims and Objectives:
Aims: To determine the furthest horizontal distance travelled by an impact spatter blood
drop
Objectives:
1. To develop a novel experimental setup for impact spatter creation.
2. To investigate two different heights of blood source (0.25m & 0.5m) on their effect
on the furthest horizontal distance travelled
3. To investigate three different impact forces generated by three weights (1kg, 3kg,
5kg) on their effect on the furthest horizontal distance travelled
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4. To correlate the impact forces to the initial velocity of spatter drops produced
during a blunt trauma incident

Experimental Hypothesis 1:
H0:

Variation in the impact force applied to the blood source would not affect the

maximum horizontal distance travelled by a blood drop.
H1:

Variation in the impact force applied to the blood source would affect the maximum

horizontal distance travelled by a blood drop.

Experimental Hypothesis 2:
H0:

Variation in the height of the blood source would not affect the maximum

horizontal distance travelled by a blood drop.
H1:

Variation in the height of the blood source would affect the maximum horizontal

distance travelled by a blood drop

5.0 CONCLUSION
Blood is one of the most common types of biological evidence at violent crime scenes. It is
used by Bloodstain Pattern Analyst for reconstructing blood events. This is conducted
through the study of shapes, sizes, distributions and locations of the bloodstains to
determine physical events which gave rise to the origin. Among the different bloodstain
patterns, an impact pattern was investigated in this review. An impact pattern results from
an object (eg. weapon) strikes a volume of liquid blood (eg. alleged victim) leading to
droplets diverging away from the origin through the air and hitting a surface which forms
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an impact pattern. This radiating pattern of small individual drops can be used to estimate
the position and hence the origin of the blood source. Fluid dynamics also influences the
blood drop flight in terms of gravity, surface tension, drop deformations, oscillations,
breakup and the drop diameter to velocity. The literature has shown that these physical
parameters and factors of blood drop flight including the mechanics of impact spatter
generation events do influence a blood flight trajectory and range.

BPA analysis of impact spatters are based on the spatial radiating distribution of impact
spatter stains where these patterns are used to reconstruct the possible flight trajectories
of the blood spatter drops. However, in the cases where there are multiple impact spatter
generation events, the distribution of blood droplets from one event

could travel and

co-mingle into another bloodstain pattern produced by another impact spatter event. This
interferes with the bloodstain pattern analysis and could lead to errors in reconstruction
of events to determine origin of impact. This results in analysts facing problems in Court
when questioned about the interpretation of bloodstain pattern evidence. Therefore, if the
maximum distance of an impact blood spatter is identified it might be possible to conclude
if bloodstain patterns might have been produced by the same or another impact spatter
generating event. In terms of the defense case in Court, an individual testifying to observing
the blood event from a distance and not being involved could be substantiated instead of
being refuted.
While there is a substantial amount of literature dealing with the fluid dynamics aspect of
drop deformation, oscillation, breakup and size, the application of these factors to
influencing horizontal distance travelled as well as the effect of varying impact spatter
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generated setups (height of blood source & impact force) on spatter blood drop travel
horizontally is limited and still remain relative unknown. Hence, this literature review
aimed to address the impact of drop deformation/oscillations, breakup, diameter to
velocity and wind/air currents on the drop flight range and subsequently the maximum
horizontal distance travelled by the drop. Furthermore, the height of blood source and the
impact force applied to blood source would also be investigated for the effects on
maximum horizontal distance travelled by the impact spatter drops generated.

The main effect of drop in-flight deformation on its trajectory is to increase the drag force
by an increase of the projected area which, additionally, raises the drop drag coefficient
towards that of an ultimately deformed disk-like drop. This leads to more rapid drop
deceleration and more pronounced drop trajectory curving earlier in the flight with
possible impact angle and velocity alteration upon contact with a surface. The drop size,
initial velocity should be considered. The effect of blood drop breakup on distance travelled
by blood drop was measured in terms of drop diameter and initial Weber number. An
increase in both components resulted in an increase of distance travelled before drop
breakup. Thus this suggest that spatial dimensions of impact spatter formation process
could be in a radius of centimeter or millimeters. The effect of the diameter of a drop was
observed to increase with increasing horizontal distance travelled due to aerodynamic drag
acting against the velocity for smaller drops. The effects of air/wind currents on horizontal
distance travelled was measured by drop velocity and diameter. In typical indoor air
currents, smaller impact spatter drops along with lower velocities had more pronounced
effects of air/currents on drop’s flight path and thus the horizontal distance travelled. All
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the authors in these publications agreed that these variables do affect the flight range of a
drop and thus the maximum horizontal distance travelled. However, in all these variables,
there is limited relevant literature available for comparisons and evaluation of findings
between each author. Most of the literature applies these variables for the determination
of Area of Convergence (AOC) and Area of Origin (AOO) in the reconstruction of crime
scenes. For the impact of air/wind currents, specific information such as the air velocity
and distance deviated was not clearly stated.

The height of blood source in the experimental setup would also affect the horizontal
distance travelled by a drop. It is suggested that an increase in height of blood source would
lead to an increase in horizontal distance travelled by a drop. This is due to an increase in
drop flight time without reaching the ground. Yet, there is limited literature where the
correlation of the height of the blood source to the maximum distance travelled by a blood
drop is investigated. Most of the literature do not vary the height of the blood source. The
effect of impact force is postulated to influence the horizontal distance travelled. An
increase in impact force applied to the blood source would lead to blood droplets with
increased velocity and thus greater horizontal distance travelled. However, since drag force
is proportional to square of the velocity, the same drop at higher velocities would be
influenced by higher drag force and thus pronounced trajectory curving and reduction in
horizontal distance. There is limited literature with regards to the correlation of impact
force applied to horizontal distance travelled and variation of the magnitude of impact
force applied to a blood source effect on maximum horizontal distance.
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While these variables of blood drop flight and impact spatter generation setup do affect
the reconstruction of crime scenes and analysis of bloodstain patterns, their effect on the
flight range and subsequently horizontal distance travelled by a drop is much less
recognized. This literature review has established that these variables of blood drop flight
and impact spatter generation setup do affect the flight range and thus horizontal distance
travelled. Yet, further research is required to answer this question. The findings of such a
study would assist BPA analyst in the Court where there is the issue of an individual claiming
to observing an impact event from a distance.
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ABSTRACT
BPA is a forensic tool which aids in the reconstruction of the events that have occurred at
a crime scene. In most violent crimes, blood is often shed. Among the many aspects of BPA,
impact spatters caused by blunt trauma and assault are common in most crime scenes. In
certain cases of impact spatters, there could be more than one blood-generating event.
Thus this would result in complications arising with regards to the interpretation and
analysis of the bloodstain patterns produced from the different impact spatters. This study
evaluated the effect of the impact force acting on the blood source (1kg, 3kg and 5kg
shotput ball weights), the height of the blood source (0.25m and 0.5m) and the initial
velocity of impact spatter drops (m/s) on the furthest horizontal distance travelled by blood
drops. The stain size of the furthest horizontal distance travelled blood drops was also
assessed. An increase in the impact force along with the initial velocity increased the
horizontal distance travelled by the blood drops. An increase in the height of the blood
source was also found to increase the furthest horizontal distance travelled by the blood
drops from the source.

Key Words: Bloodstain Pattern Analysis, Impact Spatter, Impact Force, Blood Source
Height, Initial Velocity, Furthest Horizontal Distance, Blood Drop
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INTRODUCTION
Blood is a type of biological evidence commonly available at violent crime scenes. As it
contains valuable DNA evidence, this enables blood to be used for identification of persons
of interest and alleged victims.1 The investigation of a crime scene by scientific methods
would more likely provide information that is valuable in terms of identifying the person
who has experienced blood loss even in minimal amounts.2 Violent crime scenes would
often lead to the production of varied bloodstains and when undergone careful analysis,
with relation to their spatial and geometric dimensions, would provide vital information for
reconstructing bloodshed events.3 As with all other forensic disciplines, bloodstain analysis
is used to identify the events in relation to the crime scene.4 BPA is about the study of
bloodstain distribution, morphological and physical factors which are used to describe the
chain of events with blood loss.5 The disciplines of BPA and fluid dynamics (FD) have been
inter-connected with a deep history.6 FD describes the motion of fluids (gases or liquids) as
well as the factors accompanied by broad equations. The initial and boundary conditions
of a fluid system is defined by FD and the system changes with respect to time and space
are explained.7 Impact spatters are a type of bloodstain pattern that is present at crime
scenes during an assault or beating and is commonly analysed by BPA experts.
Impact spatters are caused by the application of a significant force onto a unprotected
region of an individual which leads to a spatter of the blood created. Blows from weapons
such as clubs, axes, hammers, bricks etc. would be categorized in this group of generating
impact spatter.8 Blood droplets would disperse because of the varied pressure gradients
and the nature of the flow setup present in the blood source. Blood found within the blood
source would naturally flow from increased pressure regions created around the area of
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impact to decreased pressure regions. The turbulent flow, with consideration of the flow
nature and physical properties of the liquid, accounts for distortion which leads to droplet
formation.2 This study focuses on the medium-velocity impact spatters (MVIS) which
typically is represented by an impact force of 1.5~7.5m/s along with resultant stains of
mainly 1-4mm in diameter.9,10
When a drop travels through air, it encounters inertial, gravitational and aerodynamic drag
forces. These forces are proportional to drop projected area (the area facing the incident
flow), the drag coefficient and the dynamic pressure caused by the external fluid flow
(air).11 Surface tension forces present at the free surface focuses on decreasing the drop’s
surface energy and shaping it to a lowest surface area which is a sphere. In the event of an
external flow, a drop deforms to ensure normal and shear stresses are in equilibrium.
Hence, the level of drop deformation is dependent on the intensity of the deforming
aerodynamic force.12 The modification of drop shape would cause changes to its drag
properties and this could result in major modifications in drop trajectory13, which could
affect the horizontal distance travelled by a blood drop. Upon reaching a critical threshold,
a drop could experience high deformation states known also as a “liquid disc”. Thus the
drop could experience more deformation into a hollow sphere or bag, a hollow sphere with
a jet or present an indistinguishable deformation which eventually breaks up into smaller
droplets.14
BPA analysis in literature commonly focuses on the determination of Area of Origin (AOO)
and Area of Convergence (AOC) as well as the errors in estimation of these techniques.15
Furthermore, certain areas of BPA are well-acknowledged by the community and are talked
about with much details in most BPA literature. The determination of the angle of impact
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of drops onto specific surface and the usage of triangulation technique in the
determination of the Area of Origin (AOO) and Area of Convergence (AOC) has been
commonly discussed and mostly known.18,19 The triangulation technique has been studied
upon with much intensity with literature that identifies error rates for the determination
of the angle of impact and the AOO and AOC through extensive experimentation and
research.17In terms of the maximum distance travelled by impact spatter blood drops,
there is limited literature available currently. The maximum distance determined could
then be able to identify if bloodstains present at a crime scene was produced by identical
or alternate blood-generating events.16 As the occurrence of multiple blood generating
events within a crime scene is highly possible in typical cases of impact spatters, the
bloodstains resulting from these events could be co-mingled and interfere with BPA
analysis when performed.
The aim of this study is to determine the furthest horizontal distance of an impact spatter
drop within an indoor setting. Controlled variables such as the height of the blood source
and the impact force acting on the blood source would be investigated to its relation of the
furthest horizontal distance travelled. Idealized crime scene conditions were assumed,
such as the room was with horizontal flat floor with still air. The drop-in-flight evaporation
which could lead to drop deceleration and travel distance reduction was neglected to
simulate the best case scenario for a drop to travel far. For the casework applicability of
this study, it would aid in determining the furthest distance that an individual could be from
an impact spatter blood event. This would help refute or support statements in Court.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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The experimental setup consisted of a 2.5m aluminium A-ladder, a steel pulley, a white
rope of approximately 3m, black cable ties, two impact stands (0.25m and 0.5m), two
laminated 1mm A3 grid cards, a grid card stand holder, three different shotput ball weights
(1kg, 3kg, 5kg), a GoPro Hero5 Black camera, a tripod stand and white butcher paper with
painting tape.

Fluid Preparation
Canine blood with 1% weight by volume (w/v in g/L) sodium fluoride anticoagulant was
used for the pilot study to create impacts. The canine blood was collected in a blood bag
which was stored in the Research and Design Laboratory fridge at 4ᵒC.
Human blood with 1.8% weight by volume (w/v in g/L) K2EDTA was used for the actual
study to create impacts. 200ml of human venous blood was taken from a healthy 25 year
old male with a haemoglobin concentration of 154g/L and a haematocrit of 46%. Bleeding
took place in the Research and Design Laboratory in Murdoch University. The human blood
was collected in BD Vacutainer® K2E (EDTA) 10.0ml tubes. The blood samples were used
for experimental impacts after each bleed day with the temperature maintained
approximately at around human body temperature which is around ±37ᵒ.

Pilot Study
Canine blood was used to create the impacts for the pilot study. The pilot study was
conducted to for setting up and optimising the experimental methods. The vertical and
horizontal wall planes were lined with white butcher paper to protect the walls. A 2.5m Aladder was used with a steel pulley attached to the top with a screw. A string was roped
through the steel pulley and a shotput ball was tied to it at the other end. The shotput ball
(1kg) acted as the weight which was released onto the blood source. The other end was
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used to pull the shotput ball to a height of 1m above the blood source. Impact stands made
out of a wooden base with a plywood body and acrylic disk as the impact site at the top
end of the plywood. The total height of the custom-made stand was 0.25m. The impact
event was filmed using a GoPro Hero 5 Black.
The main objective of the pilot study was to determine the applicability of using the GoPro
Hero5 Black in terms of capturing high –speed impact events. Thus, two video formats
tested were at 1080p resolution with 120 frames per second (fps) shot at narrow view and
at 720p resolution with 240fps shot at narrow view. However due to the limitations of the
GoPro Hero5 Black, the best conditions for capturing high-speed impact events (1080p
resolution with 240fps) were not available. The pilot study was also used to identify any
problems with the experimental setup. One of the complications arising from the
experimental setup was the minimal, focussed contact surface area of the curved shotput
ball with the flat acrylic disk. The impact spatter generated from the impact was minimal
when blood was applied on the disk. The amount of blood used per spatter was also
investigated for the best results able to be captured on video.

Actual Study
The actual study was conducted in the Animal House 1, Room 10 in Murdoch University.
The vertical and horizontal planes of the walls were covered with butcher paper to prevent
contact of the blood spattered with the walls. A 2.5m A-ladder was used as the apparatus
for supporting the weight of the shotput ball. A steel pulley was attached to the top of the
ladder with cable tie and provided reasonable stability. A white string was put through the
pulley with a shotput ball tied at one end. The three weights that were investigated were
1kg, 3kg and 5kg. These weights were studied to represent the different possible blunt
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trauma forces that might occur at crime scenes. The other end of the white string was the
pulled and released when creating impacts. Exact replicas of impact stands used in the pilot
study but of two different heights (0.25m and 0.5m) were investigated. These heights were
studied to represent the different positions of a victim/suspect during a blunt trauma
crime. The release height of the shotput ball to the top of the custom-made stands (blood
source location) was kept constant at 1m. A knot was tied at two separate locations along
the white string to ensure stability of the shotput ball upon impact with the blood source
and to prevent the shotput ball from falling off. A laminated A3 1mm Grid card was used
and attached to a custom made holder as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig 2. The grid card was used
to calculate the initial velocity of the impact spatter droplets along with initial drop
diameter. The impacts created were filmed with the GoPro Hero5 Black with the video
format of 1080p resolution, 120 frames per second (fps) and narrow view. The GoPro
camera was mounted on a standard tripod stand to ensure stability during impacts.

as da

Fig. 1 & 2. The orientation of the materials and apparatus used to create the impact
spatters.
The problems derived from the pilot study were also addressed. Firstly, the enhancement
of the impact spatter generated from the impact by the shotput ball against the acrylic disk
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was brought about by applying hot glue with a Kmart™ Brand hot glue gun in a shape of a
ring. The ring was applied directly onto the acrylic disk with a diameter of ±5.5mm. Extra
caution was taken to ensure that the ring was centralized and with substantial height. This
ensured that the blood applied onto the disk was more concentrated towards the centre
of the disk and provided depth to the blood pool formed. To further enhance the impact
spatter generated, the shotput balls were filed at the bottom of the sphere to create a
wider surface area of contact with the acrylic disk. Furthermore, the minimal amount of
blood used per spatter which gave the best result was determined to be 5ml.

Testing & Measurement Procedures
The three different shotput ball weights (1kg, 3kg and 5kg) were used to create impacts on
each of the two separate heights (0.25m and 0.5m). For each height and weight used for
the impact creation, six replicates were done. For each impact created, the process was
filmed using the GoPro Hero5 Black with the video format mentioned previously. The
distance of the furthest blood drop travelled horizontally after each impact spatter was
measured using a 5m tape measure and the initial drop diameter was recorded by
photography of the grid card. The distance of the furthest blood drop was measured from
the base of the custom-made stand to the circumference edge of the blood drop.
The impact force of the shotput ball was calculated by using the mass of the shotput ball in
kilograms (kg) and the height it was released from (1m). The final velocity was calculated
using the velocity upon impact equation: vf = (v0 + 2gs)1/2, where: v = velocity upon impact
(m/s), v0 = initial velocity (m/s) = 0, g = acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m/s2), s = distance
of the fall (m).23 As there was a minor bounce of the shotput ball upon impact, the initial
velocity would be calculated by v0 = (vf + 2gs)1/2, where v = velocity upon impact (m/s), vf =
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initial velocity (m/s) = 0, g = acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m/s2), s = distance of the
bounce from the acrylic disk(m). The acceleration equates to a = (vf – v0)/t, t = time in
contact between shotput ball and acrylic disk. the values from the final velocity and initial
velocity are substituted into the equation to find acceleration. The acceleration calculated
would then be added back substituted into the Fnet = ma, where m = mass (kg) and a =
acceleration (m/s2) and the impact force of the shotput ball would be determined.23 The
values of t and s were obtained from tracking the subsequent images captured at 120 fps.
For the 5kg, 3kg and 1kg weight ball, the t value was approximately 0.021s, 0.017s and
0.015s.
The initial velocity of the impact spatter droplets were calculated by tracking the change in
the position of the spatter droplets between subsequent images captured at 120 frames
per second (fps). The spatter droplets that were travelling at approximately 45ᵒ from the
base of the stand were considered only. The distance between each change of position of
spatter per frame would be calculated by Pythagoras Theorem where that distance would
be equivalent to the hypotenuse. Thus the hypotenuse would be calculated as such: c2 = a2
+ b2, where c = hypotenuse, a = adjacent and b = opposite.

RESULTS
Impact Force and Initial Velocity of Spatter Produced
Using the equations stated above, the impact force created by the shotput ball (1kg, 3kg,
5kg) and initial velocity of spatter were calculated for five replicates selected for each
weight. For the 1kg weight, the average impact force calculated was 361.326N +/- 44.06
2SD over five replicates. The standard deviation was calculated to represent variability
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between trials. For the 3kg weight, the average impact force calculated was 972.56N +/20.66 2SD over five replicates. For the 5kg weight, the average impact force calculated was
1344.25N +/- 61.54 2SD over five replicates.
The average initial velocity of spatter calculated for the 1kg weight was 8.39m/s +/- 1.74
2SD over five replicates. For the 3kg weight, the average initial velocity calculated was
18.41m/s +/- 1.48 2SD over five replicates. For the 5kg weight, the average initial velocity
calculated was 28.334m/s +/- 1.62 2SD over five replicates. The correlation between the
impact force and initial velocity of the spatter is depicted in Figure 3.

Impact Force of Shotput Ball vs Initial Velocity of Spatter
Initial Velocity of Spatter (m/s)
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Fig. 3 The results of the impact force created by the three shotput ball weights (1kg, 3kg
and 5kg) as represented by each cluster respectively and the initial velocities of spatter
produced.

Impact Force And Furthest Horizontal Distance Travelled
The impact force created by the shotput ball and the furthest distance of the blood spatter
drop were calculated and measured for six replicates for each weight at each height. At the
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height of 0.25m, the average shotput ball weight of 1kg impact force produced was
calculated to be 360.32N +/- 23.6 2SD over six replicates. For the 3kg shotput ball weight,
average impact force produced was calculated to be 970.63N +/- 19.24 2SD over six
replicates. For the 5kg shotput ball weight, average impact force produced was calculated
to be 1348.89N +/- 57.8 2SD over six replicates. The resulting average furthest blood drop
distances were measured to be 1.06m +/- 0.26 2SD over six replicates for the impact force
produced by the 1kg shotput ball. For the impact force produced by the 3kg shotput ball,
the average furthest drop distance were measured to be 1.28m +/- 0.101 2SD over six
replicates. For the impact force produced by the 5kg shotput ball, the average furthest drop
distance were measured to be 2.345m +/- 0.94 2SD over six replicates.
At the height of 0.5m, the average impact force produced by the 1kg shotput ball was
calculated to be 353.60N +/- 20.1 2SD over six replicates and corresponding average
furthest blood drop horizontal distance was 1.465m +/- 0.12 2 SD over six replicates. For
the 3kg shotput ball, the average impact force produced was calculated to be 978.04N +/17.06 2SD over six replicates and the corresponding average furthest blood drop horizontal
distance was 1.6m +/- 0.10 2SD. For the 5kg shotput ball, the average impact force
produced was calculated to be 1329.74N +/- 62.08 2SD over six replicates and the
corresponding average furthest blood drop horizontal distance was 2.95m +/- 0.54 2SD
over six replicates.
Table 1. Representation of the shotput ball weights, impact force generated, and furthest
distance travelled for six replicates per weight at impact stand height of 0.25m.
Replicate Number
1

Shotput Ball
Weight/kg
1

Impact Force Of
Shotput Ball/N
356.94

Furthest Distance
Travelled By Drop/m
0.98
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2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

3

5

367.75
366.85
373.61
340.35
356.39
973.095
986.33
968.37
957.97
973.51
964.52
1322.98
1356.39
1318.35
1365.18
1394.59
1335.82

1.1
0.95
1.01
0.99
1.31
1.25
1.21
1.32
1.26
1.29
1.3
2.25
1.81
2.87
1.92
2.97
2.25

Table 2. Representation of the shotput ball weights, impact force generated, and furthest
distance travelled for six replicates per weight at impact stand height of 0.5m.
Replicate Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Shotput Ball
Weight/kg
1

3

5

Impact Force Of
Shotput Ball/N
355.95
345.34
341.64
370.32
359.45
348.92
985.56
977.81
980.12
961.39
981.68
968.49
1350.62
1334.71
1378.74
1311.29
1305.47
1297.66

Furthest Distance
Travelled By Drop/m
1.52
1.48
1.5
1.49
1.34
1.46
1.63
1.53
1.55
1.67
1.64
1.58
3.12
2.74
3.22
2.85
3.21
2.57
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The correlation between the impact force produced by the three shotput ball weights and
the furthest horizontal blood drop distance travelled is depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Impact Force Of Shotput Ball vs Furthest Horizontal Distance
Travelled By Blood Drop (0.25m Height Of Blood Source)
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Fig. 4 The results of the impact force created by the three shotput ball weights (1kg, 3kg
and 5kg) as represented by each cluster respectively with a blood source height of 0.25m
and the furthest blood drop horizontal distance.
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Fig. 5 The results of the impact force created by the three shotput ball weights (1kg, 3kg
and 5kg) as represented by each cluster respectively with a blood source height of 0.5m
and the furthest blood drop horizontal distance.

Height Of Blood Source And Furthest Horizontal Distance
For each of the shotput ball weights (1kg, 3kg and 5kg), the height of the blood source is
corresponded with the furthest horizontal distance travelled by the blood drop. The
furthest horizontal distance is averaged out for each impact spatter created by each of the
shotput ball weights. For the impact spatter created with the 1kg shotput ball weight at a
height of 0.25m, the average furthest horizontal distance is 1.06m. At the height of 0.5m,
the average furthest horizontal distance is 1.465m. For the impact spatter created with the
3kg shotput ball weight at a height of 0.25m, the average furthest horizontal distance is
1.27m. At the height of 0.5m, the average furthest horizontal distance is 1.60m. For the 5kg
shotput ball weight impact spatter at a height of 0.25m, the average furthest horizontal
distance was 2.34m. At the height of 0.5m, the average furthest horizontal distance is
2.95m. The correlation between the height of the blood source and the furthest horizontal
distance travelled by the blood drop is presented in Figure 6.
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Fig 6. The results of the height of the blood source impacted by the three shotput ball
weights in the order of 1kg (red), 3kg (blue), 5kg (green), 1kg, 3kg and 5kg and the mean
furthest horizontal distance travelled by the blood drop. Error bars represent 5% over six
replicates.
The stain size of the blood drop that travelled the furthest horizontal distance was also
recorded to be about 1-3mm approximately for all the impacts created.

DISCUSSION
The availability of blood spatter stains impacting any object or surface could suffice
invaluable information regarding the presence of the person at the crime scene. By
identifying the furthest distance blood spatter drops can travel, it could help provide
information of the maximum distance of a person at the crime scene to be in contact with
the blood spatter.16 Currently, there are very few studies that investigate the blood spatter
travel horizontal distances focused on impact spatters. The investigation of controlled
variables such as the impact force and height of blood source are also relatively unknown
in literature.

Impact Force and Initial Velocity of Spatter Produced
The correlation of the impact force against the initial velocity of spatter produced was
investigated from the results obtained. As seen from Figure 3, there is direct linear
relationship between the impact forces (N) created by three shotput ball weights (1kg, 3kg
and 5kg) and the initial velocity of the resultant spatter (m/s). Average impact force of
361.326N +/- 44.06 2SD produced by the 1kg shotput ball, 972.56N +/- 20.66 2SD by the
3kg shotput ball and 1344.25N +/- 61.54 2SD by the 5kg shotput ball produced increasing
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initial velocities of 8.39m/s +/- 1.74 2SD, 18.41m/s +/- 1.48 2SD and 28.33m/s +/- 1.62 2SD.
The higher standard deviation (SD) represents a wider range of values with increased
variability within the average impact force values.As the correlation coefficient (R2) value =
0.9758 which is close to 1, this signifies the robustness of the liner interdependence of the
impact force and initial velocity of spatter produced. The results do relatively support the
literature with regards to a greater impact force producing a greater initial velocity.20
Furthermore, the results of our study supports the findings of Kabaliuk (2014) where the
impact force, which affects the launch velocity of droplets, was recorded to be directly
proportional.16
In the calculation of the initial velocities, the optimum angle of α = 45°, initial angle to
horizon α, was selected in all the impacts created. In a study conducted by Kabaliuk (2014),
lower trajectory angles experienced a reduction in time and distance due to the influence
of deceleration by drag force.16 The maximum distance travelled is linked to an elevation
angle of 45ᵒ and that an equal differentiation of elevation angles from 45ᵒ would lead to
an identical flight range/horizontal distance.21 However, in this study the optimum angle of
α = 45° was approximated. This was due to the low resolution and frame rate of the GoPro
Hero 5 Black which produced smudges of the initial blood spatter. Thus the results obtained
could have been more accurate. Furthermore, only five replicates were chosen out of the
twelve replicates for each impact of each shotput ball weight used. This was attributed to
human error of the impact alignment to the custom-made stand of which the blood was
applied on which resulted in less than optimal impact spatters and thus initial velocity
analysis. The problem could also be improved with better video equipment.

Impact Force And Furthest Horizontal Distance Travelled
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The correlation of the impact force and furthest horizontal distance travelled was
investigated from the results obtained. As presented by Figures 4 and 5, there is linear
relationship between the impact forces created by the three different shotput ball weights
(1kg, 3kg and 5kg) and furthest horizontal distance travelled by the blood drop. There was
a greater increase in the furthest horizontal distance travelled by the blood drop between
the 3kg shotput ball impact force and the 5kg shotput ball impact force at both heights of
0.25m and 0.5m as compared to the impact force created by the 1kg shotput ball and 3kg
shotput ball for both heights. However, as the correlation coefficient value R2 = 0.6309, the
robustness of the linear interdependence of the impact force and furthest horizontal
distance is relatively insignificant. The results were somewhat contradictory to Kabaliuk
(2014). The study stated that a drop at higher velocities would experience higher drag force
thus leading to an increased curvature of trajectory and reduction in horizontal distance
travelled by blood drop.16 Thus, this study suggest that drops at higher velocities may not
be affected by drag force significantly and thus would not experience much curvature in
trajectory and reduction in distance travelled by the blood drop.
Furthermore, the impact forces of the three shotput ball weights (1kg, 3kg and 5kg)
produced initial velocities between 8m/s – 30m/s (from Fig 3.) and the furthest horizontal
distance travelled was between 1m – 3m at 0.25m blood source height and 1.3m – 3.3m at
0.5m blood source height. The results somewhat supported the findings of Skrebutenas
(2013) where the average distance of impact spatter drops at 5 – 30 m/s were found to
travel up to 2 – 3m.22 As the stain size droplets were recorded to be 1-3mm for the furthest
horizontal distance travelled drops, these results supported the findings of Skrebutenas
(2013) where stains of 1-2mm were identified furthest from the origin signifying the higher
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numerical travel distance of bigger drops.22 It can be concluded that bloodstains found on
objects or surfaces or persons that are measured to be within the results obtained in this
study, the furthest distance from the impact spatter origin can be deduced.

Height Of Blood Source And Furthest Horizontal Distance
The height of the blood source (0.25m and 0.5m) was investigated against the furthest
horizontal distance travelled by the blood drop from the results obtained. As presented in
Figure 6, the mean furthest horizontal distance travelled by the blood drop created at the
height of 0.25m was generally lower as compared to the height of 0.5m by up to 22.4%.
These results obtained supports the findings of Kabaliuk (2014) where at a higher height of
blood source, the drop would experience an increased amount of flight time before it
comes in contact with the ground.16 The results were also in line with findings from de Bruin
et al. (2011) where an increase in the travel distance of a droplet was proportional to an
increase in the height of the blood source.20
Thus it can be concluded that the height of the blood source does affect the furthest
distance travelled by a blood drop. In bloodshed crimes where the position of the victim is
known and is within the parameters of this study, the furthest distance travelled by the
blood drops created from that impact spatter would be deduced.

CONCLUSION
The parameters employed in this study for calculation of the initial velocity, impact force
and height of blood source did play a significant role in the furthest horizontal distance
travelled. However, due to the limited equipment available in terms of capturing highspeed events of the impact spatters created, the accuracy of the results could be improved.
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In a practical application, factors such as the impact force and thus initial velocity are hard
to obtain but the height of the blood source could be determined which could aid in
determining the furthest horizontal distance travelled. Although the current study has
provided an insight on how physical factors could affect the furthest horizontal distance
travelled, there is a need for further research within the field to account for the drop-inflight factors.
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